GUILTY PLEASURES
WARMING & COOLING O BALM

We all love a little extra sensation during sex, and
one cool—or hot—new way to get it is with
Screaming O’s O Balm. You can apply it directly to
your sensitive areas or slather it on your lips and kiss
your partner anywhere you’d like him or her to feel
some extra tingle. The cooling balm has a minty
scent and taste, and the warming balm is cinnamonflavored. Whichever you choose, we’re sure you’ll be
screaming this product’s praises in no time!

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

MAX HEAD
ORAL SEX GEL

Specially made for giving
head, Max Head Oral Sex
Gel makes sucking dick
even more enjoyable. The
lubrication it provides
makes for a more sensitive
shaft, and it includes
ingredients to slightly calm
the gag reflex so you can
deep-throat a little deeper.
And let’s not forget the
flavors. Sugar Daddy and
Berry Orgasmic are sweet
and delicious, while the
Mintastic has a cool,
refreshing taste. We’re sure
they’ll make you crave cock
like never before!

PEARL DIVER SHEETS

Tongue-in-cheek design firm Vice Merchants
has created our new favorite linens, the Pearl
Diver bedding sets. Whether you get the
crisp blue or pale pastels, you’ll enjoy the
underwater landscapes on these 300-thread
count Egyptian cotton sheets—enhanced
with images of nude scuba divers, erotic
mermaids and sexy sea creatures. Even if you
sleep alone, the lust-worthy linens should
inspire some amazing wet dreams. . . .
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These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

MY FIRST DOUBLE PENETRATOR

Now your three-way dreams can come true without the trouble of
finding a third person to play with. The Double Penetrator is the
perfect anal dong, bending to comfortably fill your ass while your
partner plows your pussy. A stretchy cockring keeps the dong in
place around your fella’s dick, and it’s topped with a mini clit vibe
for added sensation. Even if it’s not your first threesome, you’ll
enjoy the pleasure you get from this Double Penetrator.

CALENDAR GIRL STROKERS

Some of our favorite Penthouse feature models recently got the
royal—er, um, rubber—treatment, becoming immortalized in
CyberSkin. Now you can take home pocket pussies modeled after
top-notch ladies like Jazy Berlin, Roxy Jezel and Shyla Jennings, to
name a few. Each waterproof pussy has a textured tunnel for
pleasurable penetration and an easy-to-grip shaft, all the better to
fuck you with. So go ahead, give our girls a whirl!
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Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code JULFOR

